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Artisan Vegan Cheese
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In her first cookbook, Bon Appétit and
YouTube star of the show Gourmet Makes offers wisdom, problem-solving
strategies, and more than 100 meticulously tested, creative, and inspiring
recipes. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The
New York Times Book Review • Bon Appétit • NPR • The Atlanta JournalConstitution • Salon • Epicurious “There are no ‘just cooks’ out there, only
bakers who haven't yet been converted. I am a dessert person, and we are all
dessert people.”—Claire Saffitz Claire Saffitz is a baking hero for a new
generation. In Dessert Person, fans will find Claire’s signature spin on sweet and
savory recipes like Babkallah (a babka-Challah mashup), Apple and Concord
Grape Crumble Pie, Strawberry-Cornmeal Layer Cake, Crispy Mushroom
Galette, and Malted Forever Brownies. She outlines the problems and solutions
for each recipe—like what to do if your pie dough for Sour Cherry Pie cracks
(patch it with dough or a quiche flour paste!)—as well as practical do’s and
don’ts, skill level, prep and bake time, step-by-step photography, and
foundational know-how. With her trademark warmth and superpower ability to
explain anything baking related, Claire is ready to make everyone a dessert
person.
50 decadent and delicious dairy-free recipes that everyone will want to indulge in.
One of the oldest, most ubiquitous, and beloved cheeses in the world, the history
of Cheddar is a fascinating one. Over the years it has been transformed, from a
painstakingly handmade wheel to a rindless, mass-produced block, to a liquefied
and emulsified plastic mass untouched by human hands. The Henry Fordism of
Cheddar production in many ways anticipated the advent of industrial agriculture.
They don't call it "American Cheese" for nothing.
"Detailed step-by-step instructions are provided for creating non-dairy butter,
milks and creams using a variety of plant-based ingredient options"-Cheese is a sprawling, worldwide industry that has spawned interest among
consumers in exploring fine cheeses. Now, you too can have your own slice of
the trend. With this informative guide about home cheese making, you will be
able to turn your kitchen into the perfect cheese laboratory, creating fresh, artisan
cheese with flavor that will surpass that of any commercial product. With its
inspiring, mouth-watering photographs, Making Artisan Cheese shares the
secrets behind creating fifty types of cheeses, including mozzarella, feta, Swiss,
cheddar, and Stilton. The book charts the best cheese and wine combinations
and also provides you with information about other foods to pair the cheese with
and how to store your creations to preserve their flavor and freshness.
It’s a DIY cook’s dream come true: It’s pizza night, and you’ve made not only
the crust and sauce but the mozzarella, too. Or you're whipping up quesadillas
for a snack, using your homemade Triple Pepper Hack. Or the dinner party's in
high gear and out comes the cheese plate—and yes, you've made all the cheeses
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on it. Even better—you made them all earlier that day. In a cookbook whose
results seem like magic but whose recipes and instructions are specific, easy-tofollow, and foolproof, Claudia Lucero shows step by step—with every step
photographed—exactly how to make sixteen fresh cheeses at home, using easily
available ingredients and tools, in an hour or less. The approach is basic and
based on thousands of years of cheesemaking wisdom: Heat milk, add
coagulant, drain, salt, and press. Simple variations produce delicious results
across three categories—Creamy and Spreadable, Firm and Chewy, and Melty
and Gooey. And just as delicious, the author shows the best ways to serve them,
recipes included: Squeaky “Pasta” Primavera, Mozzarella Kebab Party, and
Curry in a Hurry Lettuce Wraps.
From the bestselling author of "Every Night Italian" comes a new bible of Italian
cooking--consistently America's favorite cuisine--for the way we cook today. of
full-color photos. Illustrations throughout.
Finally, a collection of recipes that provides guilt-free comfort-food indulgence for
vegans everywhere. With 125 recipes and more than 30 food photos, author Julie
Hasson aims to introduce plant-based diner fare both savory and sweet. This
new vegan classic covers breakfast, lunch, and supper from the diner-gonevegan! From pancakes, waffles, and luscious muffins to scrambles, faux
Benedicts, and homemade sausage, this vegan cookbook has breakfast sizzling.
Traditional lunches get a healthy new lease through clubs, open-faced
sandwiches, soups, and pastas. Even filling casseroles, comforting mac-andcheese, and slow-cooked stews are deliciously reinterpreted, followed by
desserts ranging from shakes to creamy cheesecakes.
Artisan Vegan CheeseFrom Everyday to GourmetBook Publishing Company
Plant-based seitan specialites.
The Super Easy Vegan Cheese Cookbook offers the simplest, no-fail recipes for the taste,
texture, and cheesiness you crave. Vegan cheese making has come a long way from hard-tofind ingredients and specialty equipment. In the Super Easy Vegan Cheese Cookbook, you'll
find the easiest recipes to make rich and creamy homemade vegan cheeses--and rival
traditional cheese in any taste test. From Zesty Dijon Cheddar to Roasted Garlic Pistachio
Cheese, this vegan cheese cookbook serves up plant-based alternatives to classic cheeses
along with new favorites using nuts, coconut, and even cauliflower. Requiring nothing more
advanced than a blender and using few, easy-to-find ingredients, the Super Easy Vegan
Cheese Cookbook has everything you need to bring the craft of cheese making to your
kitchen. The Super Easy Vegan Cheese Cookbook includes: A fool-proof introduction to vegan
cheese making that outlines basic ingredients, kitchen set-up, pantry staples, ingredient prep,
best practices, and storage tips. Easy recipes that use staple ingredients and equipment to
make homemade vegan cheese affordable and doable. 75 classic and new vegan cheeses for
cheese sauces and spreads, soft cheese, semihard pressed cheeses, hard and aged cheeses,
and fermented, cultured cheeses. Enjoy your favorite cheeses--and make them too--with the
simple, straightforward recipes from the Super Easy Vegan Cheese Cookbook.
The highly anticipated cookbook from the immensely popular food blog Minimalist Baker,
featuring 101 all-new simple, vegan recipes that all require 10 ingredients or less, 1 bowl or 1
pot, or 30 minutes or less to prepare Dana Shultz founded the Minimalist Baker blog in 2012 to
share her passion for simple cooking and quickly gained a devoted worldwide following. Now,
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in this long-awaited debut cookbook, Dana shares 101 vibrant, simple recipes that are entirely
plant-based, mostly gluten-free, and 100% delicious. Packed with gorgeous photography, this
practical but inspiring cookbook includes: • Recipes that each require 10 ingredients or less,
can be made in one bowl, or require 30 minutes or less to prepare. • Delicious options for
hearty entrées, easy sides, nourishing breakfasts, and decadent desserts—all on the table in a
snap • Essential plant-based pantry and equipment tips • Easy-to-follow, step-by-step recipes
with standard and metric ingredient measurements Minimalist Baker’s Everyday Cooking is a
totally no-fuss approach to cooking for anyone who loves delicious food that happens to be
healthy too.
Japanese and vegetarian food expert Miyokko Mishimoto Schinner presents traditional
Japanese dishes and regional specialities from Kyushu in the south to Hokkaido in the north.
She draws from the tradition of vegetarian cooking in Buddhist temples, as well as the
vegetable-based dishes found in traditional Japanese cuisine. For dishes usually prepared with
meat, fish or fowl, Miyoko has created innovative substitutes utilizing vegetarian foods like tofu
and seitan, to create recipes suitable for vegans.
#1 New York Times Bestseller Magnolia Table is infused with Joanna Gaines' warmth and
passion for all things family, prepared and served straight from the heart of her home, with
recipes inspired by dozens of Gaines family favorites and classic comfort selections from the
couple's new Waco restaurant, Magnolia Table. Jo believes there's no better way to celebrate
family and friendship than through the art of togetherness, celebrating tradition, and sharing a
great meal. Magnolia Table includes 125 classic recipes—from breakfast, lunch, and dinner to
small plates, snacks, and desserts—presenting a modern selection of American classics and
personal family favorites. Complemented by her love for her garden, these dishes also
incorporate homegrown, seasonal produce at the peak of its flavor. Inside Magnolia Table,
you'll find recipes the whole family will enjoy, such as: Chicken Pot Pie Chocolate Chip
Cookies Asparagus and Fontina Quiche Brussels Sprouts with Crispy Bacon, Toasted Pecans,
and Balsamic Reduction Peach Caprese Overnight French Toast White Cheddar Bisque Fried
Chicken with Sticky Poppy Seed Jam Lemon Pie Mac and Cheese Full of personal stories and
beautiful photos, Magnolia Table is an invitation to share a seat at the table with Joanna
Gaines and her family.
“An indispensable guide for anyone who wants to live to age 100—by making sure there’s a
livable world when you get there.” —Dan Buettner, New York Times–bestselling author of The
Blue Zones Do you consider yourself an environmental ally? Maybe you recycle your
household goods, ride a bike, and avoid too much air travel. But did you know that the primary
driver of climate change isn’t plastics, or cars, or airplanes? Did you know that it’s actually our
industrialized food system? In this fascinating new book, authors Nil Zacharias and Gene
Stone share new research, intriguing infographics, and compelling arguments that support
what scientists across the world are beginning to affirm and uphold: By making even minimal
dietary changes, anyone can have a positive, lasting impact on our planet. If you love the
planet, the only way to save it is by switching out meat for plant-based meals, one bite at a
time. “This fascinating, easy-to-read book will give you still another reason to eat plants and
not animals: you will be doing a world of good—literally!” —Rip Esselstyn, #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of Plant-Strong “Eating plants is not just good for your own health,
it’s imperative for the health of the planet. This well-argued, well-written book makes it clear
why everyone should consider a plant-based diet today.” —Michael Greger, MD, New York
Times–bestselling author of How Not to Die “Possibly the single most important environmental
book I’ve read in years. A must for everyone.” —Kathy Freston, New York Times–bestselling
author of The Lean
A professional cheesemonger recounts his life and career along with information on the
various aspects of the cheese movement, including animal rights, co-operatives, and the
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politics of cheese.
Vegan cheeses that taste like the real thing—but healthy—made with nuts, seeds, tofu, or
vegetables. Don't be intimidated by the idea of making cheese?vegan cheese is simple and
straightforward, with clean, basic ingredients. Green-lifestyle expert Jules Aron shares the
tricks of the trade for making sauces, cheese you can grate or slice, and soft spreadable
options, using homemade nut milks, vegetables, and natural helpers like lemon juice,
probiotics, agar-agar, and nutritional yeast. Not a nut lover? No problem, Jules Aron has you
covered. Don’t eat soy? Don’t worry, there’s something here for everyone. From mild and
creamy Bries to sharp and firm Cheddar, you’ll fall in love with eating well—and it’s easier than
you think! "Even the most luxurious-sounding cheeses described here, such as a maple fig
double cream or a baked feta, are easy to make at home with the instructions provided."
(Publisher’s Weekly, starred review) "Jules Aron takes the mystery out of making dairy-free
cheese.” (PETA)
If ONE simple change could resolve most of your symptoms and prevent a host of illnesses,
wouldn't you want to try it? Go Dairy Free shows you how! There are plenty of reasons to go
dairy free. Maybe you are confronting allergies or lactose intolerance. Maybe you are dealing
with acne, digestive issues, sinus troubles, or eczema—all proven to be associated with dairy
consumption. Maybe you're looking for longer-term disease prevention, weight loss, or for help
transitioning to a plant-based diet. Whatever your reason, Go Dairy Free is the essential
arsenal of information you need to change your diet. This complete guide and cookbook will be
your vital companion to understand dairy, how it affects you, and how you can eliminate it from
your life and improve your health—without feeling like you're sacrificing a thing. Inside: • More
than 250 delicious dairy-free recipes focusing on naturally rich and delicious whole foods, with
numerous options to satisfy those dairy cravings • A comprehensive guide to dairy substitutes
explaining how to purchase, use, and make your own alternatives for butter, cheese, cream,
milk, and much more • Must-have grocery shopping information, from sussing out suspect
ingredients and label-reading assistance to money-saving tips • A detailed chapter on calcium
to identify naturally mineral-rich foods beyond dairy, the best supplements, and other keys to
bone health • An in-depth health section outlining the signs and symptoms of dairy-related
illnesses and addressing questions around protein, fat, and other nutrients in the dairy-free
transition • Everyday living tips with suggestions for restaurant dining, travel, celebrations, and
other social situations • Infant milk allergy checklists that describe indicators and solutions for
babies and young children with milk allergies or intolerances • Food allergy- and vegan-friendly
resources, including recipe indexes to quickly find gluten-free and other top food allergyfriendly options and fully tested plant-based options for every recipe

Go vegan the fabulous way with this helpful guide from an editor of VegNews, an awardwinning vegan media outlet. Maybe you're interested in it for the food, maybe it's the
animals, or maybe climate change has got you thinking. Whatever your reason, maybe
you don't quite know where to start. After all, doesn't going vegan mean you have to
give up tasty snacks, cool shoes, a sense of humor, and your leather couch? (Nope,
nope, no way, well . . . eventually.) Covering everything from nutrition (you will get
enough protein, promise) to dating (vegans have better sex. It's true) to fitness (you
want to lift a car over your head? Sure), Jasmin Singer and the team at VegNews bust
all the myths and give you all the facts about a plant-based lifestyle. With 30 easy
recipes to get you started, The VegNews Guide to Being a Fabulous Vegan will help
you adopt a lifestyle that's better for you, the animals, and the planet. And what's more
fabulous than that?
The world's most comprehensive, well documented, and well illustrated book on this
subject. With extensive index. 28 cm. Free of charge in digital format on Google Books.
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Gourmet restaurateur and vegan food expert Miyoko Schinner shares her secrets for
making homemade nondairy cheeses that retain all the complexity and sharpness of
their dairy counterparts while incorporating nutritious nuts and plant-based milks.
Miyoko shows how to tease artisan flavours out of unique combinations of ingredients,
such as rejuvelac and nondairy yogurt, with minimal effort. The process of culturing and
aging the ingredients produces delectable vegan cheeses with a range of consistencies
from soft and creamy to firm. For readers who want to whip up something quick, Miyoko
provides recipes for almost-instant ricotta and sliceable cheeses, in addition to a variety
of tangy dairy substitutes, such as vegan sour cream, creme fraiche, and yogurt. For
suggestions on how to incorporate vegan artisan cheeses into favourite recipes, Miyoko
offers up delectable appetizers, entrees, and desserts, from caprese salad and classic
mac and cheese to eggplant parmesan and her own San Francisco cheesecake.
In this book you will discover delicious vegan cheese recipes. Choose among various
recipes and prepare outstanding healthy food. Gthis book shares the secrets for making
homemade nondairy cheeses that retain all the complexity and sharpness of their dairy
counterparts while incorporating nutritious nuts and plant-based milks. Miyoko shows
how to tease artisan flavors out of unique combinations of ingredients, such as
rejuvelac and nondairy yogurt, with minimal effort. The process of culturing and aging
the ingredients produces delectable vegan cheeses with a range of consistencies from
soft and creamy to firm.
Addresses the nutritional concerns faced by many who are new to plant-based,
vegetarian diets and shows how to cover every nutritional base, from protein to calcium
and beyond. Features irresistibly delicious food that satisfies on every level --including
amazing desserts to keep the most stubborn sweet tooth happy.
A guide to creating vegan versions of pantry staples--from dairy and meat substitutes
such as vegan yogurt, mayo, bacon, and cheese, to dressings, sauces, cookies, and
more. Kitchen crafters know the pleasure of making their own staples and specialty
foods, whether it's cultured sour cream or a stellar soup stock. It's a fresher, healthier,
more natural approach to eating and living. Now vegans who are sick of buying overprocessed, over-packaged products can finally join the homemade revolution. Studded
with full-color photos, The Homemade Vegan Pantry celebrates beautiful, handcrafted
foods that don't take a ton of time, from ice cream and pizza dough, to granola and
breakfast sausage. Miyoko Schinner guides readers through the techniques for making
French-style buttercreams, roasted tomatoes, and pasta without special equipment. Her
easy methods make "slow food" fast, and full of flavor. The Homemade Vegan Pantry
raises the bar on plant-based cuisine, not only for vegans and vegetarians, but also for
the growing number of Americans looking to eat lighter and healthier, and anyone
interested in a handcrafted approach to food.
Make your own real, non-dairy cheese at home — traditional methods for making plantbased cheese As plant-based, dairy-free diets continue to expand in popularity for
health and ethical reasons, cheese often becomes the "last hurdle." Much of what
passes for non-dairy "cheese" lacks the quality and depth of authentic, cultured cheese.
Yet for aspiring DIY plant-based cheesemakers, much of the knowledge of this new
craft is scattered in isolated kitchens, and there's no real reliable guidance to what
works, what doesn't, and why, when making real, cultured plant-based cheese. This
book aims to change all that and bring this new craft into the kitchens of the world.
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Written by a pioneering plant-based cheesemaker who draws deep from the well of
experience, The Art of Plant-based Cheesemaking is a clear, highly practical guide that
extends traditional cheesemaking methods into the realm of plant-based media as a
substitute for dairy. Coverage includes: Understanding culturing and fermentation
Essential ingredients and equipment for crafting plant-based cheese Plant and nutbased media and how to make them How to create and train plant-based cultures
Delicious recipes for quick cheeses Advanced recipes for cultured and aged cheeses
Resources for sourcing equipment and cultures. Packed with step-by-step recipes,
straightforward processes, and encouraging experimentation, this book makes plantbased cheesemaking accessible for beginners and serious foodies alike. Simply
everything you need to make delicious non-dairy cheese right at home. Karen McAthy
is Executive Chef of Zend Conscious Lounge and Chef and Founder of Blue Heron
Creamery in Vancouver, BC, which creates and supplies authentic cultured plant-based
cheeses to restaurants, retail outlets, and private customers.
Features more than one-hundred comfort food recipes that satisfy both the gluten-free
and vegan lifestyles, covering breakfast, kids' favorites, soups and salads, ethnic foods,
and desserts.
Are you craving a way to eat killer food without killing yourself, animals, or the planet?
Is your brain bloated from watching cooking shows that present recipes you’re never,
ever going to make? Have you been searching for a way to prove to your friends that
vegan food can be just as delicious, hearty, and satisfying as the meaty meals they’re
accustomed to? Then this is the book for you. Of his journey from watching food porn
on his parents’ couch to cooking in Hollywood kitchens to becoming vegan, author
Brian Patton writes: My roommate said he didn’t know what made me a bigger loser:
that I was painstakingly preserving episodes of 30 Minute Meals or that I was trying to
conceal their existence by labeling them Star Trek....Once I discovered that I could not
only survive but thrive without taking the life of another being, I was sold. I was a vegan.
For good. And that’s how an “ordinary dude” became the Sexy Vegan and started
creating “extraordinary food” with a decidedly real-meal appeal. On every page, Brian
proves that seriously good food needn’t be too serious.

The Saving Power of the Plant-Based Diet A revolution in food-politics. When
John Robbins released an early version of this book in 1987, he took the first
steps in launching the food revolution. His viewpoint and insight on the harms of
America’s eating habits was a wake-up call for many. By bringing to our attention
fundamental issues in our eating habits, such as our dependence on animal
products, Robbins provokes our awareness and promotes change. Making
conscious food choices. It is obvious to us that what we eat affects our own
bodies, but what we may not realize is that what we eat also affects our world. In
fact, most of the foods that are bad for us (think: genetically modified products)
also negatively impact our environment. By approaching our eating habits with
intentionality, we benefit our own health and that of the world we live in. The
value of a plant-based diet. Robbins’ arguments for a plant-based diet are
compelling and backed by over 20 years of work focused on the subject of
conscious eating. Through exposing the dangers in our factory farming system,
Robbins makes a definitive case for solely plant-based eating. This timely read
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on healthy eating will enlighten those curious about plant-based diets and fortify
the mindsets of the already converted. Read John Robbins’ book, The Food
Revolution: How Your Diet Can Help Save Your Life and Our World, and
discover… • The negative effects your current eating habits could be having on
you • A powerful case for plant-based eating • Wisdom from one of the most
frequently cited books of the food-politics revolution If books such as We are the
Weather, How Not to Die, 31-Day Food Revolution, or Fast Food Genocide have
interested you, then The Food Revolution is the next book for you!
Gourmet restaurateur and vegan food expert Miyoko Schinner shares her secrets
for making homemade nondairy cheeses that retain all the complexity and
sharpness of their dairy counterparts while incorporating nutritious nuts and plantbased milks. Miyoko shows how to tease artisan flavors out of unique
combinations of ingredients, such as rejuvelac and nondairy yogurt, with minimal
effort. The process of culturing and aging the ingredients produces delectable
vegan cheeses with a range of consistencies from soft and creamy to firm. For
readers who want to whip up something quick, Miyoko provides recipes for
almost-instant ricotta and sliceable cheeses, in addition to a variety of tangy dairy
substitutes, such as vegan sour cream, creme fraiche, and yogurt. For
suggestions on how to incorporate vegan artisan cheeses into favorite recipes,
Miyoko offers up delectable appetizers, entrees, and desserts, from caprese
salad and classic mac and cheese to eggplant parmesan and her own San
Francisco cheesecake.
Expanded and updated second edition of the Gourmand World Cookbook
Awards, 2018, Vegan Category Winner. Learn the craft of making authentic,
delicious non-dairy cheese from acknowledged master plant-based cheesemaker
Karen McAthy. Comprehensively updated and expanded, the second edition of
the "plant-based cheesemaking bible" takes vegan cheesemaking to a new level.
Containing over 150 full color photos and enhanced step-by-step instructions,
coverage and new information includes: Eight new cheesemaking recipes plus
dozens more from beginner to pro New coverage of "mixed method" fast-firming
cultured cheeses Going beyond nuts and seeds and using legumes for
cheesemaking Dairy-free cultured butter, coconut milk yogurt, oat and cashew
milk yogurt, and sour cream Growing plant-based cultures, including rejuvelac,
sprouting, fermentation, kefir, and probiotic capsules Lactic acid fermentation and
how to use it in cheesemaking Expanded coverage of flavors, aging, rind curing
and smoking, and working with white and blue molds New recipe section for
cooking with dairy-free cheeses including Coeur a la Creme, Buttermilk Fried
Tempeh and more. The Art of Plant-based Cheesemaking, Second Edition is a
must-have for aspiring DIY non-dairy cheesemakers, vegans, and serious
foodies alike. The texture, the sharpness, the taste; you will be proud to serve up
your creations.
Finally, anyone embracing a dairy-free lifestyle (including vegan, paleo, or
allergen-free) can make and enjoy the savory goodness of cheese—in one hour or
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less. In ingenious, step-by-step recipes, traditional cheesemaker Claudia Lucero
shows how to make 25 delicious plant-based cheeses using your choice of
seeds, nuts, and vegetables to achieve rich flavor and creamy texture. There’s
buttery Golden Swiss made with cauliflower and tahini paste—and a Brie made of
cashews (or zucchini and potatoes), with a bit of truffle oil to capture its earthy
essence. One-Hour Dairy-Free Cheese also shows how to make spreadable
cream cheese, grated Parmesan, a smoky Cheddar, and even gooey cheese
sauces. PLUS, techniques for making rinds, cheese plate pairings, tips on food
allergy substitutions, and a recipe to highlight each dairy-free cheese: Stuffed
Shishitos, Cucumber Maki, Creamy Zucchini Noodles, Spicy Beet Salad, and
more. It’s a whole new way to indulge in the impossible-to-resist pleasure of
cheese, no matter what your dietary restrictions are.
Whether you've never picked up a knife or you're an accomplished chef, there
are only four basic factors that determine how good your food will taste. Salt, Fat,
Acid, and Heat are the four cardinal directions of cooking, and they will guide you
as you choose which ingredients to use and how to cook them, and they will tell
you why last minute adjustments will ensure that food tastes exactly as it should.
This book will change the way you think about cooking and eating, and help you
find your bearings in any kitchen, with any ingredients, while cooking any meal. -This unforgettable debut, set against the dramatic Antarctic landscape, is
“refreshingly different, vivid and immediate. Midge Raymond has an
extraordinary gift for description that puts the reader bang in the middle of its
dangerous and endangered world” (M.L. Stedman, New York Times bestselling
author of The Light Between Oceans). It is only among the glacial mountains,
cleaving icebergs, and frigid waters of Antarctica that Deb Gardener and Keller
Sullivan feel at home. For a few blissful weeks each year they study the habits of
Emperor and Adelie penguins and find solace in their work and in one another.
But Antarctica, like their fleeting romance, is a fragile place, imperiled by the
world to the north. Each year, Deb and Keller play tour guide to the passengers
on the small expedition ship that ferries them to their research station. But this
year, when Keller fails to appear on board, Deb begins to reconsider their
complicated past and the uncertainty of any future they might share. Then,
shortly into the journey, Deb’s ship receives an emergency signal from The
Australis, a cruise liner that has hit desperate trouble in the ice-choked waters of
the Southern Ocean. Soon Deb’s role will change from researcher to rescuer;
among the crew of that sinking ship, Deb learns, is Keller. As Deb and Keller’s
troubled histories collide in this “original and entirely authentic love story”
(Graeme Simsion, author of The Rosie Project), Midge Raymond takes us on an
unforgettable voyage deep into the wonders of the Antarctic and the mysteries of
the human heart. My Last Continent is “a sensitive exploration of how the
smallest action can ripple through an ecosystem—seemingly impenetrable, but as
fragile as the human heart” (The Minneapolis Star-Tribune). “Atmospheric and
adventurous...The story and vivid writing will keep readers glued to the pages”
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(Library Journal).
The essential primer and guide to preparing delicious, totally vegan, nut-based
cheeses, from the coauthor of The Plantpower Way. In their debut cookbook, The
Plantpower Way, Julie Piatt and her ultra-endurance athlete husband, Rich Roll,
inspired thousands to embrace a plant-fueled lifestyle, and through their
advocacy efforts, podcasts, and talks, countless people are now enjoying
healthier and more vibrant lives. In This Cheese Is Nuts, Julie is bringing that
message to the forefront once more, with a stunning collection of flavorful nutbased cheeses. Julie has always been known for her dairy-free cheeses, and
here she shares seventy-five recipes using almonds, cashews, and other nuts to
create cheeses anyone can make right at home. Nut-based cheeses are on the
cutting edge in the world of vegan cuisine. They’re remarkably simple to prepare
(all you need are a few simple ingredients and a basic dehydrator), and in as little
as twenty minutes, you can have an assortment of tasty fresh cheeses fit for any
occasion. Even creating aged cheeses is easy—they require only a day or two in
the dehydrator, so making “fancier” cheeses, like Aged Almond Cheddar, is an
almost entirely hands-off process. And though they’re delectable on their own,
Julie’s nut-based cheeses are a terrific component in her recipes for Raw Beet
Ravioli with Cashew Truffle Cream, Country Veggie Lasagna with Fennel and
Brazil Nut Pesto, French Onion Soup with Cashew Camembert, and more. Filled
with the essential tips, tools, and mouth-watering recipes home cooks need to
immerse themselves in the world of nut-based cheese-making, This Cheese Is
Nuts will demonstrate why nut cheeses should be part of any healthy, sustainable
diet.
Hailed as 2015's Company of the Year by VegNews Magazine, the Field Roast
Grain Meat Co. offers their first cookbook, with over 100 delicious, satisfying
vegan recipes In Field Roast, Chef Tommy McDonald shares fundamental
techniques and tips that will enable you to make your own vegan meats at
home--for everyday (sandwiches, burgers, meatloaf) to holiday (stuffed roast,
anyone?), as well as recipes for using them in every meal from breakfast through
dinner. The 100 recipes are flexible: want to make your own plant-based meats?
Great! Want to use Field Roast products instead? That will work too. All you need
are grains, veggies, and spices--easy-to-find whole food ingredients for authentic,
hearty taste. With basics such as cutlets and sausages, along with dishes like
Burnt Ends Biscuit Sandwich, Chicken Fried Field Roast and Waffles, Pastrami
on Rye, Tuscan Shepherd's Pie, Curry Katsu, (and even some favorite desserts),
Field Roast brings new meaning to plant-based meat.
Emelie Holm is a nutritional therapist, lecturer and cookery author. Having
previously written about cooking without white sugar, Emilie s journey from
sugary sweets to raw food treats, and vegan dairy products, will inspire anyone
hoping to achieve a healthier lifestyle. She currently lives in Hong Kong.
This is the perfect cookbook for those who need or want to eliminate dairy products but still
enjoy their favorite dishes. This tenth anniversary edition offers completely new versions of the
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acclaimed, original recipes plus many new ones. You'll discover a whole new world of flavorful,
cheesy-tasting dishes without the cholesterol and dairy allergies that can be harmful to your
health. Whether for family dining or elegant entertaining, you'll find recipes that will suit the
occasion.Renown nutritionist and dietitian,Vesanto Melina, brings you up-to-date on the latest
research about dairy and your health. Tables and charts show calcium, protein, and other
nutrients in a variety of plant foods to help you safely replace dairy in your diet. And this new
edition contains designations for each recipe to indicate whether it is gluten, soy, nut, yeast,
and/or corn free for people who are sensitive to a wide range of food allergens.
Cheese is the reason why so many people are vegetarians and can't go 100% plant-based.
However, you can make delicious plant-based cheeses, like this amazing vegan cheese. If
there's one thing that vegans are tired of hearing, it's 'I love cheese too much to be vegan!"
And with good reason, because there are so many creative, simple, and healthier ways to
make cheese, all without the dairy! In this book, you will learn: -How to make Kick-Ass Vegan
Cheese -Different Types Of Vegan Cheese -Techniques And Tips To Make Artisan Quality
-For Sauces, Soft, Hard, Melted, And More -Make An Amazing Cheese Board For Parties -And
Much Much More!
100+ hearty, succulent, people-pleasing meals featuring vegan meat, from comfort food
classics and speedy weeknight dinners to global flavors and showstoppers, plus recipes for
DIY vegan meats and cheeses. “When vegan cheese queen Miyoko Schinner pens a new
cookbook, you don’t walk to your nearest bookstore. You run. . . . Get ready for your
weeknight dinners to never be the same.”—VegNews From the Impossible Burger and Beyond
Meat to MorningStar Farms, Boca Burgers, and more, plant-based meats are a growing trend
for those who want to help the planet, animals, and their health but don’t want to give up the
meaty flavors they love. In The Vegan Meat Cookbook, bestselling author Miyoko Schinner
guides you through the maze of products available on store shelves and offers straightforward
guidance on how to best use them in everything from Sausage Calzones with Roasted Fennel
and Preserved Lemon to Hominy and Carne Asada Enchiladas with Creamy Green Sauce. Dig
in to a satisfying vegan meal of Weeknight Shepherd’s Pie with Bratwurst and Buttery
Potatoes or Meaty, Smoky Chili. Wow your guests with Coq au Vin, Linguine with LemonGarlic Scallops and Herbs, or Lettuce Wraps with Spicy Garlic Prawns. For those interested in
making their own vegan meats and cheese from scratch, there are recipes for Juicy Chicken,
King Trumpet Mushroom Bacon, Easy Buffalo Mozzarella, Miyoko’s famous Unturkey, and
many more that you’ll never find in stores. Whether you’re cutting back on meat for your
health, the environment, animal welfare, or affordability, The Vegan Meat Cookbook will satisfy
the cravings of flexitarians, vegans, vegetarians, and even carnivores.
Grating, Slicing, Baking and Sprinkling Wisconsin’s Best Cheeses. Wisconsin’s artisan
cheese scene is steeped in tradition and bursting with innovations. Local cheesemakers attract
visitors from all over the world. Cheese is a huge part of the state’s tourist draw and
homegrown character. Everyone who calls Wisconsin home or visits for a day will love this
book of the best recipes to cook with cheese. Stunning photos and 60 recipes from the 28
creameries featured will include comfort-food staples like pizza, mac ‘n cheese and grilledcheese sandwiches, as well as wow-worthy dinner-party favorites such as mascarpone
cheesecake, plus picnic-friendly salads and delicious breakfasts. Noteworthy creameries
covered include Carr Valley Cheese and Emmi Roth in Southwest Wisconsin; BelGioioso
Cheese and Sartori in Northeast Wisconsin; Holland’s Family Cheese in Northwest Wisconsin;
and Clock Shadow Creamery in Southeast Wisconsin.
Who says vegans can't have macaroni and cheese? In this inspiring volume by best-selling
vegan author Robin Robertson, you will find more than 50 awesome plant-based recipes for
deeply flavorful dishes that take this timeless comfort food in exciting new directions. Like most
people, chances are you’ve eaten a lot of macaroni and cheese in your life. If you’re new to a
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plant-based diet, you might be wondering if you can still enjoy this comforting meal. You’ll be
happy to know the answer is “Yes!” Robin shows you how to make what she calls Mac
Uncheese—rich, delectable pasta dishes featuring vegan cheese sauces that start with plant
milks, vegetables, and nuts as their base ingredients. Using these sauces—or, if you prefer,
using store-bought vegan cheese—you can make many tempting variants of the cheesy pasta
dish, from the familiar and homey, such as Mom's Classic Mac UnCheese, to the globally
adventuresome, such as Indian Curry Mac or Salsa Mac and Queso. An entire chapter is
devoted to veggie-loaded mac and cheese dishes, like Buffalo Cauliflower Mac, Arugula Pesto
Mac UnCheese, or Smoky Mac and Peas with Mushroom Bacon. Another chapter serves up
meatless mac and cheeses made meaty with lentils, jackfruit, mushrooms, and more. And, for
delicious fun, there are recipes for Mac and Cheese Balls, Mac 'n' Cheese Pizza, Waffled Mac
and Cheese, and Cheesy Mac Muffins. In addition to the recipes, Vegan Mac and Cheese
features lists of toppings, add-ins, and other ways to be creative with these plant-based mac
and cheese recipes, which will warm your soul all year long.
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